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ABSTRACT 
The basis of this paper is the work of Blikle 
concerning the relationship of the productions of a 
formal grammar to their expression as equations.  These 
equations are considered as the basis of the grammar. 
Their solutions are the elements of the associated 
formal language. 
It is our intention to lay the mathematical founda- 
tion for considering a formal language as a subset of a 
Boolean semiring.  To this end we introduce the concepts 
of a.-completeness of posets and of a.-continuity of 
functions between a.-complete posets. 
It is our intention to use the power of this mathe- 
matical structure in future research to consider the 
relationship between normal forms of a context free 
grammars and matrix equations. 
ALGEBRAIC PRELIMINARIES 
1. Definition.  A monoid, (M, °)  is a system consisting 
of a set M and a binary operation °  defined on M 
such that °  is associative over M and there exists 
an identity element 1 € M; that is  °  (m, 1) « m » °(l,m) 
for all m c M. 
Alternately we use the notations  (m,n)  and mn 
for ° (m,n).  The identity element of a monoid is unique. 
If there were two identity elements 1 and 1*, we would 
have the immediate contradiction 1 ■ ll1 « 1*. 
+   f 2. Definition.  For m e M and r e Z " -{p : p is a 
r+1    r 
« mm . 
") 0 ■ 
non-negative integerU we define m "1 and m 
3. Lemma.  mp"^ ■ mpm^ for m e M and p, q e Z . 
The proof of Lemma 3 is a standard application of the 
principle of mathematical induction. 
4. Example.  Z  under multiplication is a monoid with 
identity element 1. 
5. Example.  Z  under addition is a monoid with identity 
element 0. 
6. Definition.  For r e Z+ let [r] - jneZ+:0 < n £ rl. 
An r-sequence on a set X is a function a : [r]-+X. 
For r > 0 and a an r-sequence on X we may 
identify a with the r-tuple a,,...,a  where 
otj - a(j)  for 0 < j £ r. 
7. Definition.  Let X be a set Xr « 5a  :   a is an 
r-sequence on xl.  We identify Xr with the r-tuple 
X X...X X.  Observe if r - 0 then [r] « 0.     Therefore 
X " j.e [ where £  is the empty set. o 
8. Definition.  Let a e Xr and p e Xs.  Define 
7 e Xr+S by 
,(j)  /-TO)    o<Jlr  "j 
LP(J-r)   r < j £ r+s J 
We write 7 ■ 7|3 . 
9.  Lemma.  If a e Xr, p 
€
 Xs and 7 e X* then 
(ap)7 - a(p7)  and a£ - a - £a . 
r f(ap)(j) 0 < j £ r+s 1 
t    i)     <a(3)7(j)   - J _ t 
ja(j) 0 < j £ r 
VY(J) r < j ^ r+s+t ] 
ii) £a(j) ie(J) 
a(j) 
0 < j 1 0 | 
0<JlrJ 
te(j-O) r  < j   < r+0   J 
«a£(j)      J 
10.     Definition.     X+ «    U    Xr    and    X* -    U    Xr. . 
r>0 r^O 
We assume throughout that X  and X* have the 
binary operation of concatenation described in 8 defined 
on them.  X* under concatenation is a monoid with identity 
4. 
element £  [iLemma 9»].  However X  under concatenation 
is not a monoid since X  does not have an identity 
element.  Observe if X - ft    then, X « -Je 1 but 
Xr - ft    for r > 0.  Identifying X and X1 we may 
+       r 
write a e X « U X  as a « (xn,x0,...,x.,...) 
r>0 L    z     J 
where a(j)«x. eX. 
11.  Lemma.  Let M be a monoid.  For A, B C M. 
Define AB ■ -jab : a e A and b e Bt.  The power set 
of M, F(M), is a monoid under this product operation. 
Moreover, ft  is the zero element of P(M); that is 
ftk  « ft  - Aft 
|T   i) associativity:  (AB)C « vxc : x e AB and 
c e c| » «(ab)c : a e A, b e B and c e cl - -ja(bc) : 
a e  A, b e B, and c e Cv « -jay : a e A and y e BCl ■ 
A(BC)  since M is a monoid. 
ii)  jl • in the identity:  A-jlj « jal : a e A| 
- la  :   a e A! • A « jla : a e A| - 111 A .  If M is a 
monoid, we assume throughout that ff(M)  carries the 
associated monoid structure defined in Lemma 11. H 
12.  Definition.  Let M be a monoid and ACM define 
- U Ar, and A* - U 
r>0 r£p 
A0 - jlj, Ar+1 - A Ar, A+ - Ar » A° 
+ A+, (r c Z+) . 
13. Lemma.  Let A,B,C e P(M) where M is monoid. 
Then 1)  (AUB)UC - ACUBC 
2) C(AUB) - CAUCB 
3) (AflB) C C ACflBC 
Additionally if A C B then 
4) AC C BC 
5) CA C CB . 
[\The validity of 1, 2, 4, 5 and proper containment in 3 
are standard set theoretic arguments. To show equality 
need not exist in 3, let X « -jal, A * ja,a L 
B « -Ja ,a 1 and C « Ja,a I.  Recall X* is a monoid 
under concatenation ji Lemma 9j).  A, B and C C X*. 
Direct computation yields AflB « 0,   AC « Ja ,a ,a ,a 1, 
BC - ja3,a4,a5,a6| and ACflBC - ja3,a4,a5| ft p  - (AflB)CjJ 
14. Definition.  Let X be a set and ff(X) be the 
power set of X.  Let R(X) - P(XxX).  If R,S e R(X) 
define RS « <j(x,y) : there exists z e X with 
(x,z) e R and  (z,y) e si.  This operation on R(X) 
is called the lexigraphic join as opposed to the usual 
functional join. 
15.  Lemma.  K(X)  is a monoid under lexigraphic join . 
|If R,S,T e R(X)  then  (x,y) e   (RS)T 
if and only if 3 p e X such that  (x,p) e RS 
and  (p,y) e T 
if and only if 3 q e X such that  (x,q) e R, 
(q,p) e S and  (p,y) e T 
if and only if  (x,q) e R and  (q,y) e ST 
if and only if  (x,y) e R(ST). 
s 
That is lexigraphic join is associative over tt(X).  Now 
let Ax - |(x,x) : x c X .  Clearly A^ e H(X). 
(x,y) e RA  if and only if 3 z e X such that 
(x,z) € R and  (z,y) e A 
x 
if and only if  (x,z) e R and z ■= y 
if and only if  (x,y) e R 
if and only if  (x,y) € R and  (x,x) e A 
x 
if and only if  (x,y) e A R. 
That is A  is the identity element of IE(X) under 
lexigraphic joini]. 
For R e tt(X) we shall also use the notations 
xRy and R(x,y)  for  (x,y) e R.  Recall R e ffi(X) 
is symmetric if R  « -j(x,y) : (y,x) e R| C R, 
reflexive if A C R and transitive if (x,y) € R 
and  (y,z) e R, imply (x,z) e R.  Since M(X)  is a 
monoid we have R+ « U JR11} and R* - U -JR11}. 
n>0 I     J n£0 (.  J 
Observe R* - R°UR+ - |A |L)R+; that is R° « A .  Also (     1 
0+ - 0 but  0* « JAX| . 
16. Definition. R is called the transitive closure 
of R and R* is called reflexive transitive closure 
of R. 
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17. Lemma.  If R is a transitive relation then R C R. 
Inductively Rm C R. [l(x,z) e R2«> 3 y e X such that 
(x,y) e R and  (y,z) e R.  Since R is transitive 
(x,z) e R.0 Thus if R is transitive we have 
U 
n>0 
R D  Rn - R+, therefore, R+ - R. 
18. Lemma.  If R is a symmetric relation then 
R  « R.  [iSince R is symmetric, it sufficies to show 
R C R"1.  (x,y) e R -> (y,x) e R"1 «•> (x,y) e R-1i] 
19. Lemma.  i)  (R"1)"1 - R 
ii)  (RS)"1 - S^R"1 
[ii)  (x,y) e (R"1)"1 if and only if (y,x) e  R"1 if 
and only if (x,y) e R. 
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ii)  (x,y) e (RS)"1 if and only if  (y,x) e RS  if and 
only if there exists z e X such that  (y,z) e R and 
(z,x) e S if and only if there exists z e X such 
that  (z,y) e R   and  (x,z) e S   if and only if 
(x,y) € S'V1.]. 
20. Definition.  A simering, (S;o,+)  is a system 
consisting of a set S and two binary operations defined 
on S such that  (S;+)  is a monoid with identity 0, 
(S;o)  is a monoid with identity 1, and such that for 
a,b,c e S we have 
i) a(b+c) « ab + ac 
ii) (a+b)c « ac + be 
iii) aoO « 0 « O^a 
iv) a + b = b + a 
21. Example.  (Z ;+, 0)  is a semiring. 
22. Example.  (P(M);+,o)  is a semiring where M is 
a monoid, + is set union, and •  is the concatenation 
operation described in Lemma 11.  -ill is the identity 
for concatenation and 0 is identity for set union. 
23. Definition.  A partial order on a set X is a 
relation £  e R(X) which is reflexive, transitive, and 
antisymmetric; that is  (x,y) e <  and  (y,x) e ^ imply 
x - y. 
24. Definition.  A poset is a pair (X;j<)  such that 
X is a set and ^ is a partial order defined on X. 
25. Definition.  Let X be a^poset and A C X. 
x e X is an upper bound for A if a < x for all 
a e A. 
26. Definition. Let X be a poset and A C X. x e X 
is the supremum for A if x is an upper bound for A 
and x ^ y for all upper bounds  y of A. 
27. Definition.  A poset X is a semilattice if for 
any x,y € X sup-|x,yl exists.  Inductively if X  is 
a semilattice and A is a finite subset of X then 
sup A exists. 
28. Lemma.  Let X be a poset and A C X, if a « sup A 
then a is unique.  [ILet a,  and a« equal sup A. 
Since a,  and a« are upper bounds for A, a, <  a2 
and a« j£ a.,.  However £ is antisymmetric, thus 
a1  * a2i]. 
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29. Definition.  Let X be a set and f : X -+ Y.  xQ 
is a fixed point of f if f(xQ) * xQ. 
30. Definition.  Let X and Y be posets.  A function 
f : X -* Y is an order morphism if for u,v e X with 
u < v then f(u) < f(v). 
31. Definition.  Let X be a ppset.  A floor for X 
is an element JL e  X such that J_ <. x fPr all x e X. 
We assume throughout that all the posets which we discuss 
have a floor. 
32. Definition.  Let S be a semiring.  S is called 
Boolean if for each s € S, s+s«s. 
33. Definition.  Let S be a Boolean semiring. - For 
Si,s2 € S define s, < s^     if si + s9 * s2* 
34. Lemma. £ is a partial order on a Boolean semiring S, 
[1 i)  If x+x « x then x ^ x; that is < is 
reflexive over S. 
ii)  If x _£ y and y ,< 2 then x + z ■ x + (y+z) 
■ (x+y) +z «y+z »z; that is, < is 
transitive over S. 
iii)  If x £ y    and y £ x then y *x + y «y + x 
■ x; that is <  is antisymmetric over S. 1] 
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35. Lemma.  Let S be a Boolean semiring and a,b e S. 
If a £ b then ac <C be and ca _< cb for all c e S. 
]p    i) be m  (a+b)c ■ ac + be; that is ac <  be 
ii)  cb ■ c(a+b) « ca + cb; that is ca <£ cb i]. 
36. Corollary.  Let S be a Boolean semiring, ACS 
and s e S.  If a « sup A then (as)  is an upper 
bound for A-js I ■ As.  [ib _£ a for all b e A.  By 
Lemma 35 bs < as; that is (as) is an upper bound for 
As. i] 
3 7.  Definition.  Let A,,...,A  be posets.  We define 
n 
a partial order on TT A.^ by (a^a^,. .. ,an) £ 
i*l 
(b^jb^,. . . ,bn)  if and only if a^ £ b.^ for 1 £ i _£ n. 
38. Lemma.  Let A*,...,A_ be posets.  If C. C A. 
and ci ■ sup C^ (1 <  i <  n)  then (c.,, C2».. ., cn) 
n ■ sup TT c,« •  pSince c. ■ sup C., c ■= (c,,...,c ) 
• m-i  x x       l       i     n 
n 
is an upper bound for C ■ TT C..  Let w ■ (w-,,... ,w„) 
i-1 1 l n 
be an upper bound for C.  c. £ w.  since c. « sup C.. 
Hence c < w.l] 
39. Lemma.  Let S be a Boolean semiring.  If 
a,b e S then a + b « sup-ja,bl.  Inductively 
n 
V a± - supj(ai)Jaslj. jT Since a + (a+b) - a + b, 
i-1 
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a _£ a+b.  Similarly b £ a+b since + is commatative 
over a semiring.  Thus a+b is an upper bound of 
■|a,bl".  Let c be an upper bound of -|a,bl.  Thus 
a + c ■ c and b + c « c.  Hence a+b + c * a + c * c. 
That is a + b _£ c; therefore, a + b « sup -Ja,bl|]. 
40. Lemma.  Let A be a poset and  (A : ^C e r) be an 
indexed family of subsets A_ C A.  Let a  « sup A J ot a r    a, 
and    a  = sup B    where    B=U-JA    :   a  e rl.     Then    a  "' 
sup-la     :   a  e rt  .     [lb £ a     for each    b   e B.     Thus 
a    _£ a    for each    a  € r.     Suppose    y    is  an upper 
bound  for    -<a    :   K e r I    then    y    is  an upper bound  for 
B.     Thus    a  « sup B £ y.     Therefore    a  « sup-ja     :   a  e rlfl 
41. Lemma.     Let    S    be a Boolean semiring with    x ^ y 
and    u < v    then    x+b^y + b,   x+u^y + v    and 
ax £ ay. 
pi)  x + y*y->x + y + b+b-y + b.  Since + 
is commutative over a semiring x + b + y + b ~-y + b; 
that is x + b .«£ y + b. 
ii)  Sine x 4- y « y and u + v « v, x + y + u + v 
" y + v.  By commutativity x+u+y+v ■ y + v; 
that is, x + u £ y + v. 
iii)  Since x + y « y, a(x+y) « ay ■ ax + ay; 
that is ax £ ay. ] 
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42. Corollary.  Let S be a Boolean semiring and ACS. 
If y € S and a ■ sup A then sup[A+y] « a + y where 
A + y « -jx+y : x e At,  |iFor all x c A, x <  a; therefore 
x + y £ a + y, that is, a 4- y is an upper bound for 
A + y.  Let w be an upper bound of A + y.  If u e A 
then u £ u + y _£ w.  Hence a <. w.  Similarly y j£ w. 
Hence a +y ^w + w «w; that is, a + y ■ sup[A+y].fl 
43. Lemma.  Let S be a Boolean semiring and A,B C S. 
If a ■ sup A y    b * sup B then a + b ■ sup[A+B], 
[iFor x e A and y e B, x j£ a and y < b.  Hence 
x+ y• _£ a + b for (x,y) e A x B.  Let w be an upper 
bound of A + B.  For u € A and v e B, u^u'+y^w 
and v £ v + x _£ w.  Hence a ^ w and b £ w.  There- 
fore a + b <[ w + w « w; that is a + b ■ sup[A+B].(] 
44. Lemma.  Let S-jS^,...,S,  be Boolean semiring and 
k 
S•« TT S..  If S carries the inherited coordinatewise 
i-1 1 
addition and multiplication operations then, S is a 
Boolean semiring. 
The validity of Lemma 44- is a consequence of 
associativity and the. existence of additive and multi- 
plicative identities over Si#  Similarly the distribu- 
tive laws remain valid and all elements of S are 
idempotent with respect to addition. 0 ■ «0,0,. .. ,01 
14 
is the zero element of S and 1 «= -jl,l, ...,ll is 
the identity for multiplication.  The partial order on 
S is the standard product partial order. 
k 




is a Boolean semiring.  Let U.  be the ith pro- 
jection of U.  If u. * sup U.  then u « (u^,, . ..,u,) 
« sup U.  [iThe product partial order assures that u 
is an upper bound for U.  If w ■ (w,,...,w_)  is an 
upper bound for U then w. > sup U., (1 <  i <^ k). 
Therefore w. ;> u.  and hence u £ w; that is 
u ■ sup U.d 
46. Definition. Let X be a poset. A C X is 
directed if for each pair x,y e A there exists 
z e A such that x _£ z and y <£ z. 
15 
II.  o±-COMPLETENESS AND  a-CONTINUITY 
1. Definition.  Let X be a poset and A e X. 
i)  If sup A exists whenever A is countable 
then X is aQ-complete. 
ii)  If sup A exists whenever A is countable and 
directed then X is a-,-complete. 
iii)  If supNa I  ]  exists for every montone 
increasing sequence then X is  a«-complete. 
iv)  If sup A exists whenever A is directed then 
X is  a,-complete. 
Clearly, OQ    implies  a,-complete, a-  implies 
a2-complete, and a,  implies ayrcomplete. 
2. Lemma.  a«-complete implies ay-complete.  [iLet X 
be a  (^-complete poset and S C X be countable and 
directed, S - -ta : n e Z+|.  Let c^  - b^     There 
exists C.« e S such that c, £  c« and b2 <.  c«» since 
S is directed.  Iteratively choose c,,, e S such 
that bk+1 Ocw and cfc < cfc+r  C - |cn : n e Z+| 
is a monotone increasing sequence with b, * c,  for all 
k.  Since X is  a«-complete, there exists c e X such 
that c «= sup C.  Clearly c is an upper bound of S. 
Let y be an upper bound for S.  y ^ c,  for all k 
since C C S.  Thus  c < y; that is, c « sup Si] 
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3. Lemma.  If X is a aQ-complete poset then, X is 
a semilatftice.  [iLet A be a two element subset of X. 
Since X is  cjQ-complete, sup [A] exists.i] 
4. Lemma.  Every Boolean semiring S  is a semilattice. 
[iLet A « -jxjy . C S.  x + y*x+x+y and y + x « 
y + y + x.  Therefore x <^ x + y and y .< y + x «x + y; 
that is x + y is an upper bound of A.  Let z be 
an upper bound for A.  Now x < z and y <; z imply 
x+y^z+z * z.  [Lemma 1.41 ].  That is x + y «=. 
supjx,yl.,] 
5. Lemma. If X is a semilattice then aQ, a, and 
CT2-completeness are equivalent. [ilt suffices to show 
a-,-complete implies  aQ-complete.  Let A « -la : n ^ ol. 
For m ^ 0 let bm - sup ■jan : 0 < n £ ml.  Notice bm 
exists since X is a semilattice.  Moreover 
B * -jb0,b,,.. . ,b... . . is countable and directed for 
bQ £ b, £ ... b.. . . .  Let b ■ sup B.  Clearly b ;> a. 
for all j; that is, b is an upper bound for A.  Let 
z be an upper bound for A, b. <  z for j ^ 0.  Hence 
b j< z; that is b ■ sup A.i] 
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6. Definition.  Let S be a Boolean semiring.  S is 
Oi-complete  (0 <  i <  3)  if 
i)  as a poset  (S;<)  is a*-complete 
ii)  f : SxS -*■ S defined by f(x,y) «xy satisfies 
f[sup[AxB]] = sup[f[AxB]]  for all countable A,B C S. 
7. Corollary:  If S is a Boolean semiring then 
aQ, a,  and a«-completeness are equivalent. 
8. Definition.  Let S' be a Boolean semiring.  If 
a e S and sup-ja11 : n ^ ol exists then a* » 
supja11 : n ^ ol . 
9. Corollary.  If S is a a*-complete Boolean semi- 
ring then a* exists for all a e S, (i~0,... ,2). 
[ia.-complete are equivalent in a Boolean semiring^. 
10. Corollary.  If S is a a^-complete Boolean semi- 
ring and a e S then 
i) 0* - 1    —' 
ii) if a ^ 1 then a* ^ 1 
iii) if a < 1 then a* - 1 
iv) 1 £ a* 
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[i i) 0* - supjon : n > ol - sup[l,supjon : n ^ ll] 
l« supJo,1 . * 1 
ii)  1 < a -> 1 < a < a2 -> 1 < a < a2 < . . . < an 
hence a > 1 ■ a f 
iii) a < 1 -> a2 < a < 1 -> an < a""1 <...< a < 1 
hence a* = 1 = a . 
iv)  follows from ii and iii. i] 
11. Definition.  A Boolean semiring is regular if a* 
exists for all a € S. 
12. Corollary.  A cr.-complete Boolean semiring is 
regular, (i « 0, ...,2) \ Corollary 9 j|. 
13. Definition.  Let X, Y be  CTQ-complete posets and 
f : X -v Y be an order morphism.  f is  a-preserving 
if given a countable subset, A C X with a « sup A 
then f(a) «. sup[f(A)]. 
14. Theorem.  (Tarsky).  If X is a floored cr0-complete 
poset and f : X -*• X is  a-preserving then f ' has a 
least fixed point xQ; that is,  xQ * f(x(0 and if 
y - f(y)  then xQ < y. 
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Proof.  Let J_ be the floor of X.  Let xQ ■ 
sup[jj.- U jfn(J_) : n > ol].  Since f is  a-preserving, 
f(xQ) - sup[|f Ci)J U |fn(l) : n >'il] 
- sup[jfn(J_) : n > ol| 
* XQ 0 J. is the floor of Xfl. 
Thus XQ is a fixed point of f.  If y is a fixed 
point of f then, f(J_) £  f (y) * y since f is an 
order morphism.  Inductively fn(J.) < y.  Therefore 
*0 1 y.  // 
15.  Lemma.  Let S be a  a^-complete Boolean semiring. 
Define I     :   S •* S  and r  : S -+ S by  i_(y) - xy and 
r (y) ■ yx.  Let VT>V2 C s be countable with u, » 
sup V,  and u2 " sup V„.  If I      and r  are 
a-preserving then sup-ji (y) : y e V« I * r  (x) and 
supjrx(y) : y € V2l - iu (x)  for x e S. 
[isupj/x(y)   :   y  e V2l - ix(u2)   - x u2  « ru x    and 
supjrx(y)   :   y  e V2J - rx(u2)   - u2x  - I     (x) l] 
20 
16. Lemma.  Let S be a a.-complete Boolean semiring. 
The following statements are equivalent. 
i)  f : SxS -v S defined by f(x,y)= xy is  opre- 
servirig where SxS carries the standard product 
structure. 
ii)  For each x e S the functions I      and r 
are a-preserving. 
[i i ■> ii  Let B C S be countable with b * sup B 
I   (sup B) - lv(b) »x b - f[sup(xXB)]  sup[f(xxB)] «" 
sup[.xB] - sup[lx(B)]. 
ii -> i Let V C SxS be countable with u * (u.,,u2) 
■ sup V.  If V,  and V« are the coordinate projections 
of V then u, ■ sup V,  and u2 * sup V2.  For 
a e V^ define Bfl - jb c V2 : (a,b) e V ..  supjf (V)l 
« supjsup f(a,Ba)| - supjsup ia(Ba)j - sup /a(u2) 
- sup[au2] » sup[ru (a)] - ru (u][) « u^ - f(upU2)] 
- f[sup V]. i] 
17. Definition.  Let S be a aj-complete Boolean 
semiring.  For a e S let a* « supja11 : n J> ol . 
18. Lemma.  Let S be a a.-complete Boolean semiring. 
Define f : S -* S by f (x) » xa + b where a,b e S. 
f is  a-preserving and the least fixed point of f 
is ba*. 
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Proof:  f is an order morphism [Lemma 1.35, 41].  Let 
Y be" a countable subset of S and y * sup Y.  For 
x e Y, x £ y implies  f(x) £ f(y); that is, f(y)  is 
an upper bound of f[Y].  If w is an upper bound of 
f[Y]  then xa £ xa + b <; w.  Now ya « sup [Ya]  since 
g(x,y) * xy is  a-preserving because S is  a^-complete 
semiring.  Thus  ya _£ w.  Moreover b £  ya + b _< w. 
Hence ya + b^w + w * w.  That is, f(y) ■ ya + b 
■ sup[f(y)].  Therefore f. is  a-preserving.  Recall 
J_ is the zero element of the semiring.  f (J_) * 
- xj. + b » b.  Iteratively f2(±)   - f(b) - ba + b, 
f3(J.) - ba2 + ba. + b,. .. ,fn(_L) - ba11'1 + ba11"2 +.. .+ba 
+ b.  That is fn(_L) - sup|bak : 0 £ k < n-l| - b 
sup-ja : O^k^ n-ll.  If xQ is the least fixed point 
of f then xQ - sup|fnQ) : n ^ pi [Theorem 14]. 
Therefore xQ « sup-jba : k %.  ot.  Since multiplication 
is  a-preserving xQ * b sup-ja : k ^ Ot » ba*.  // 
A similar argument yields the least fixed point 
of g(x) ■ ax + b is a*b. 
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19.     Lemma.     Let    -JS. I be a sequence of    a.-complete 
(. ^Ji-l 
n 
Boolean semirings. If S « TT S.  then S is a a.- 
i«l x 1 
copplete Boolean semiring.  (jS is a Boolean semiring 
[iLemma 1.44%).  To demonstrate that S is  a.-complete, 
let     J*J {• be a countable  family in    S.     Let j-l 
P  (fr*)   *  5^.     Since     •) &H    is  countable subset  of    S nx n I  nj n 
sup-l fc[ .    exists.     Let     sup-ffrH ■  6„    and     6 ■ ■] 6. j   1 nJ j   1 nJ n I nJ 
6    is an upper bound  of    S    by construction.     Let    w 
be any upper bound of 3. Th&rt    w    \s & t\  cjppcf 
boundo*   t$ii], Hence    6 h d Wn      and     £ i  v. 21 
20. Definition.     Let    S    be a    a.-complete Boolean 
(k+n> k 
semiring and    F  :   Sv       '   -+ S      be     a-preserving    n ^>  1. 
For each    a   e S^n\   ^C*?.8')     is  the  least  fixed  of 
ox 
gQ   :   Sk -v Sk    such that    gQ (x)   - F(x,a)   (x  e Sk, 
CL Cl 
i  « 0,.. . ,2). 
21. Example.     Let    F(x,y)   « xy + b.     ■^ffi^   -  llg   ll 
« by*    where    a  (x)   « xy + b     [iTheorem 14i]. 
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22. Definition.  Let X and Y be a^-complete posets 
(i ■ "0, ...,3)  and S C X be countable and directed. 
If sup[f(S)]  exists and sup[f(S)] « f[sup(S)]  then 
f is a*-continuous. 
As with a.-completeness we have a0-continuous 
implies  a-,-continuous, a-,-continuous is equivalent 
to a«-continuous, and  a,-continuous implies  a,- 
continuous. 
23. Lemma.  Let f : X -+ Y be  a.-continuous.  If 
x £ .y then f(x) <f(y). 
ji-jx,yl is countable and directed.  Since  f is 
a^-continuous,  f(XJ <. sup-jf (x) , f (y) t ■= f[sup-Jx,yl] 
» f(y).  Thus  f being a.-continuous implies  f is 
an order morphism.i] 
24. Corollary.  If f : X -*• X is  a2-continuous then 
f has a least fixed point. 
l»{i> f CD» f 2Ci) • • • fnCi) • • • \    is a monotone increasing 
sequence in X.  Let xQ - sup[ jjlujfn(J_) j : n'> ol]. As 
in TArsky's Theorem xQ is a fixed point of f.  If 
y is a fixed point of f, fnQ) £ y for all n. 
Therefore XQ <; yjj|. 
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25. Lemma.  The  a.-continuous image of a directed set 
is directed. 
flLet f : X -*■ Y be  cu-continuous where X and 
Y are  a.-complete.  Let S C X be directed.  If 
)yl,y2( C ^S^  there exists ")xi»x2r c s such that 
f(x^) « y,, f(x2^ * y2*  Since S  is directed there 
exists x3 € S with x, _< x, and x« £ Xo.  Therefore 
yl * f(xl) ^ f(x3)  and y2 " f(x2) ^ f(x3)  [Le™13 23]; 
that is  f[S]  is directed. 
26. Lemma.  Let X,Y,,...,Y,  by  a.-complete posets 
(i «0.,...,3).  Define  f : X -Y]x...xYk by f(x) 
■ (f, (x),. . . , f, (x)),Pis  aj-continuous if and only if 
each f.  is  a.-continuous  (j ■ l,...,k).  [l ■> Let 
f be  a.-continuous and S C X be countable and 
directed with s « sup S.  By definition of a.- 
continuity we also have y » (y-i> • • • » yu) " sup[f(S)] 
exists.  Therefore y ■ sup[f(S)] ■ f[sup(S)] *= f(s). 
Moreover f.(S)  is countable and directed since the 
projection mappings are a*-continuous.  Thus z. 
■ sup f.[S] exists.  Therefore f.(x) £ z.  for all 
x e S.  That is f(x) « (f-^x),. . ., fk(x)) < (Zp...^) 
for all x c S.  Since y * sup[f(S)], y. £ z. 
(j - 1,...,k).  Clearly y. ^ f.(x)  for all x e S. 
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Therefore y. j> z. (j ■ l,...,k); that is y. = z.. 
Thus SMpj^f. (S)] - z. - y. - f. (s) - f^sup S]; that 
is  f.  is  a.-continuous. 
<■ Conversely suppose f.  is  aj-continuous 
(j ■ l,...,k).  Let SCX be countable and directed 
with s - sup S and y. « f. (s).  Since  f.  is a.- 
continuous, y. * f.(s) « sup[f.(S)]; that is y « 
(■vi > • • •» yir)  is an upper bound for f[S].  Now f is 
order preserving since each f.  is order preserving. 
Hence  f[S]  is directed.  Let u « (u-,,...,u.) 
* sup[f(S)].  Thus u.  is an upper bound for f.(S). 
Therefore y. £ u. (j - l,...,k).  Thus y - u.  That 
is f[sup(S)] - f(s) - y - M - sup[f[S]] |] 
2 7.  Lemma.  Let X, Y, Z be  a.-complete posets 
(i - 0, ...,3).  If f : X -*• Y and g : Y -+ Z are 
cr.-continuous then f°g : X -»■ Z is  a.-continuous, 
[tLet SCX be countable and directed.  f[S] and 
g[f[S]] are countable and directed [iLemma 25i].  Since 
f and g are  cr.-continuous sup[fg(S)] « sup[g(fS)] 
- g[sup f(S)].- g[f(sup S)] «= fg(sup S)i] . 
28.  Definition.  A poset X is complete if each subset 
of X has a sup. 
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29. Lemma.  Let X be a complete poset.  If A C X 
then inf[A] exists. 
'||Observe z ■ inf A if z _< a for all a e A 
and if y is a lower bound for A then z >^ y,.  Let 
B * -jx : x  is a lower bound for AC.  B is not empty 
since all posets are assumed to have a floor.  Let 
b ■ sup B.  x <; a for all a e A, x e B, therefore 
b <  a  for all a e A.  That is b  is a lower bound 
for A.  By definition x _< b for all x e B, hence 
b « inf Af. 
30. Lemma.  Let X be a complete poset and f : X -* X 
be an order morphism.  If Q ■= -ta : f(x) _< xt and 
y * inf Q then f(y) ■ y and y is the least fixed 
point of f. 
By <  x f°r each x e Q.  Hence f(y) ^ f(x) < x. 
Thus  f(y)  is a lower bound for Q, hence f(y) £  y, 
and y e Q.  For x e Q^f(x) <  x.  Since f is an order 
morphism f[f(x)] <  f(x); therefore f(x) € Q whenever 
x e Q.  In particular f(y) e Q.  Since y ■ inf Q 
y £ f(y)» therefore y * f(y)  and y is a fixed point 
of f.  Since all fixed points of f are in Q, y is 
the least fixed point of f.i] 
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31. Corollary.  Let X be a complete poset and 
f : X -* X be an order morphism. If R « Jx : x £ f (x) 
and "z « sup R then , f (z) ■= z and z is the greatest 
fixed point of f. 
32. Lemma.  Let X be a complete poset, and x,y e X 
with x <; y.  If [x,y] « -jz eX : x.<z.<yl then 
[x,y]  is a complete poset. 
[iLet A C [x,y].  Let a * supx[A].  a e [apy] 
since y is an upper bound of A.  Thus  a ■= supA[x,y]l] 
33. Lemma.  Let X be a complete poset and f : X -* X 
be an order morphism.  If P is the set of fixed points 
of f then P is a complete poset. 
Proof:  Let x* - inf„P, x^ exists by Tarsky Theorem. 
Let x* - sup^P, x* exists for X is a complete 
poset.  Let J^ ■ inf X and T " sup X.  Choose A C P 
such that A ^ 0.     Let a .«= sup^A.  [a,T]  is a complete 
poset.  If x € A then x < a.  Hence x ■ f(x) £ f(a). 
Since a «= sup^A], a < f(a).  Thus a _< f(a) < T 
Let g « fi^aiJy     In particular g : [a,T] •* [a,T] 
and g is an order morphism since f is.  Since 
[a,~T]  is a complete poset g has a least fixed point 
w e [a,T] [Lemma 30].  Therefore w e P.  Let v be 
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an upper bound of A and v e P. Therefore a ^ v, 
and v e [a,T].  Thus g(v) ■ v. Since w is least 
fixed point of g, w < v.     Hence w * supp[A]  and 
therefore  P is complete.   // 
34. Corollary.  If X is a complete poset and 
f : X -*■ X .is an order morphism then P, the set of 
fixed points of f, is a lattice. 
35. Lemma.  Let X be a  a^-complete poset and 
■jx : n ^ of be a sequence of elements in X such 
that x. <; x.+;,  for all j.  Let -|i_ : n ^ ll be 
a sequence of integers such that 0 < i. < ii.+n  for 
all k.  If u « sup<x f then u ■ sup-jx.  : k ^ ll 
Proof:  Since i, < i, ., we have x.  < x.   .  Let 
K   K-hi ik - ik+1 
v ■ sup-jx.  : k 2.  if.  Observe i, ^ i for all I. 
Hence x, ^ x. £  v and u _£ v.  However u » sup-jx 
implies v _£ u.  Therefore u = v.  // 
Observe if S is a a.-complete Boolean semiring 
(i - 0,...,3) and f : SxS *+ S is defined by f(x,y) 
* xy then f is  a.-continuous by Definition 1.6. 
Also we have shown g : SxS -*> S defined by g(x,y) 
■ x+y is  Oj-continuous in Lemma 1.43. 
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36. Lemma.  Let S be a a.-complete Boolean semiring 
and A * -la. : j ^ ol then sup(bA) * b sup A. 
|multiplication is  a.-continuous!]. 
37. Lemma.  Let S be a  a.-complete Beeolean semiring. 
(a*)n - a* for n ^ 1. 
[f(a*)n+1 - a*(a*)n.  Hence it is sufficient to ' 
establish  (a*)n * a* for n « 2 and apply mathe- 
matical induction.  Since a° « 1, 1 <  a* hence 
a* < a*a* * (a*) .  Moreover aa* « a sup-|aJ : j ^ ol 
* sup-jaa^ : j ^ Ot, hence aa* » sup-ja-' : j ^ 11 ^ 
sup-jaJ : j ^ Ot « a*.  That is aa* <  a*.  Therefore 
a a* - a(aa*) £ aa* <  a*.  Inductively, ana* < a* for 
n 2.  °« Thus    a*a* * sup-JaJ : j ^ ola* - supja^a*: j ^ Ot 
^ a*.  Therefore  (a*)2 - a* and inductively (a*)n *= a* 
for n ;> 1. Q 
38. Corollary.  Let S be a  a.-complete Boolean 
semiring and a e S.  (a*)* » a* 
§(a*)* « sup-j(a*)n : n ^ o| - supjl,a*l « a*.f] 
39. Corollary.  Let S be a a.-complete Boolean 
semiring and a c S, b € S.  (a+b)* » a*b* 
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n oo 
[(a+b)* - supj(a+b)nj « sup  Y ahn"^   - V apbq 
j-O        p«0 
q-0 
* 
(Z a<>)(Z bq> " (supjaPJ) (supjb^l) - a*b*] 
p-o   q=o     P i J  q I J 
40. Corollary.  Let S be a a.-complete Boolean 
semiring and a c S.  (a+1)* ■ a*. 
[i(a+l)* - a*l* - a*l - a*i] 
41. Corollary.  Let S be a a.-complete Boolean 
semiring and a e S.  a* ■ (1+aa*). 
00 
[la* -   Y   an «= 1 +   V   a11 * 1 + a   V   an «= 1 + aa*i] 
n«0 n«l n=0 
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III.  FIXED POINT THEORY 
1. Definition.  Let X and Y be  a.-complete 
posets  (i - 0,...,3).  Fi(X,Y)  is the set of a^- 
continuous functions  f : X -*■ Y. 
2. Definition.  Let  f,g eF±(X,Y).  f^g if 
f 00 £  g(x) for all x € X. 
Under this definition F.(X,Y)  is a poset whose 
floor is the constant function J_Y • 
3. Definition.  Let X «Y and define  || || : Fi(X,X)-*X 
by  Uf || - sup|fn(l) : n > ol.    . 
Recall f being a.-continuous implies f is 
monotonic [Lemma 2.23].  Therefore J_ £ f(_[) £....£ fn(J_) 
and  ||f|| is the least fixed point of f [Theorem 2.24] 
4. Lemma. Let X and Y be a.-complete posets 
(i ■= 0,. .. ,3). If F : XxY ^X is o±-continuous 
then F  : X -+ X is a.-continuous where F (x) 
» F(x,y).  [iLet S be a countable directed subset of 
X.  F (S) « F[Sxjyj].  Since F is. a±-continuous 
sup[F(SxjyJ)] - sup[Fy(S)] - F[sup(Sxjyl)] - Fy[sup(S) ]i] 
As the a.-continuous image of directed set is 
directed, of a countable set is countable, of a 
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monotone sequence is a monotone sequence, we shall 
limit our proofs to a single case.  Other cases may be 
derived in a similar fashion. 
5.  Lemma.  Let X and Y be a~-complete posets and 
let  «f  : n ^ ll be a monotonic increasing sequence 
of functions in F^^Y).  If g(x) ■ sup-jf (x) : n > ll 
then g is  a«-continuous. 
Proof:  Let -jx  : n ^ ll be a monotonic increasing 
sequence in X with x* « sup-jx ..  Consider the 
following relationships: 
fl(xl> <,  f2<xl> £' '   ^  fn(xl) ^' • '^  g(xl) 
fl(x2) 1 ^2^'xl) £-£  fn^x2^ £■••■£ 8(*2) 
fx(x*) 1 f2(x*) 1. ..^ fn(x*) <...< g(x*) , 
g    is  monotonic.     [iLet    x _< y.     For each    n  £~  (y) 
£ g(y).     Since     jf I    is  monotonic    fn(x) £ fn(y) 
£ g(y).     However    g(x)   « sup-jfn(X.)   :   n ^ 11;   therefore, 
gOO   <^ g(y)l]«     Since    g    is monotonic increasing 
g(x*)   « sup-|g(xn)   :   n ^ ll;   that is,   g    is     a2~continuous.// 
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6. Definition.  ^C^y) - ||F || is the least fixed 
point of F  : X -* X such that F (x) « F(x,y). 
7. Example.  Let F : X -* X be defined by F(x) «= x 
SF(x) ,i 
5x    -1 ' 
8. Example.  Let F : X -* X where F(x) - a.  As a 
is the unique fixed point of F, -^ <   * a. 
9. Example.  Let F : X -* X where F(x) - x2 + a.  Let 
y be any fixed point of F.  Since J_ < y and F is 
c^-continuous  FkQ) £ Fk(y)  for all k.  Now F(J_) - a, 
F2d) - a2 + a, F3(J_) - a4 + a3 + a2 + a,. .. ,Fn(J.) 
2n-l 
«\  aJ.  Thus a+ « supja" : n > ol 
-Sfelfl. ex 
We shall primarily be interested in the case 
where S-.  and S2 are a.-complete Boolean semirings 
of the form S^ « Sn and S2 - Sm and F : S1 x S2 -♦Sj 
is  0.-continuous.  Notice if u ■= ||F ||  then u 
«F (u); that is, u is a solution of x «=F(x,y). 
10.  Theorem.  Let X and Y be  a.-complete posets 
(i « 0, ...,3)  and F : XxY -+ X be a.-continuous. 
If g : Y -+X is defined by g(y) « SF^,y^  then 
g is  *.-continuous. 
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Proof:  g(y) - *%»*> - ||Fy||»- sup^d) : n > 0j 
[Theorem 2.14].  As usual we need only consider the 
case i « 2.  Notice F*(±)   = Fy[Fy(J.)] - Fy[F(l,y)] 
« F(F(J_,y),y].  This process is iterative.  Let 
"|yn : n ^. if be a monotonic increasing sequence and 
let y* * suP"jyn : n £. 1f*  We show first that F"(0) 
is  a2-continuous.  We know this is true for n « 0 
on n ■ 1.  Suppose F  is  a«-continuous for n = k. 
Fy+1(l) - Fy[p|jcD] - Fp£o.).y]-   Since   y* " sup{yn} 
and F is  an-continuous, sup-JF( _L >yn) : n ^ 1 • 
-F(l,y*).  Let vn«F(J.,yn)  then sup[F£F(l,yn) ,yj 
- sup[F(v ,y )].- F[F(l,y*),y*] « supJF2, (J.) : n ^ 0*. 
* F ^(_[)  since F(vn>yn)  *s a monotonic increasing 
k sequence.  Let w ■ F  (J_).  By the induction hypo- 
theses  -jw : n £ 11 is monotonic increasing.  Thus 
sup|wn : n ;> l| - supJFy- (±)   : n 2 l} - F^CD - "*• 
Now "{(^njyn) : n ^ 1 . is monotonic increasing sequence 
in XxY and sup-j (wn,yn) : n ;> ll « (w*,y*).  Therefore 
suptF^d)] - SUP[F[F£ CD.yJl * sup[F(wn,yn)] 
-F(w*,y*) -F[F^'(i),y*] -F^O.).  Therefore F£(]_) 
is  a^-continuous and "|F"(J_) I is monotonic increasing 
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hence    g(y*)   ■ sup[g(yn)];   that is    g    is     ^-continuous 
[Lemma  5]. 
11.     Theorem  (Lezczylowski).     Let    X    and    Y    be 
c^-complete posets     (i  * 0, ...,3)     and    F  :   XxY -*■ XxY 
be     a.-continuous.     Let     (x°,y°)   «  ||F||,   the  least 1 6F, 
fixed point  of    F.     Let    g(y)   = -^.(x,y)   (y  € Y). 
Define    G  :  XxY - XxY    by    G(x,y)   «  (g(y) ,F2(g(y) ,y)) 
where    F(x,y)   -  (Fx(x,y),F2(x,y)).     Then    i)   ||6||   -  ||F||, 
ii)   and  if    h(y)   -F2(g(y),y)     then     ||h||   « y°    and 
iii)  g(y°)   - xQ. 
Proof:     i)  Let     (x  ,y )   ■=  |JG||,   in particular we have 
GCx1^1)   -  (x^y1)   -  (gCy1),   F2(g(y1),y1)).     Therefore 
x
1
  - gCy1)     and    y1  - F2(g(y1),y1)   -F2(x1,y1).     Since 
g(y)     is   least  fixed  point  of    F,     for all    y,   F,(g(y),y) 
« g(y).     Therefore    x1  - gCy1)   - F^gCy1)^1)   - F-^x^y1). 
Consequently    F   (x^y1)   -  (F1(x1,y1),   F2(x1,y1))   - 
(x^y1).     Since     <x°,y°)   -  ||F||,   (x°,y°) £  (x^y1);   that 
is     ||F|j <   ||G||.     Conversely,   F(x°,y°)   - (x°, y°).     Hence 
F1(x°,y°)   -x°    and    F2(x°,y°)   * y°.     Now    x°    is a 
fixed point  of    F thus    g(y )  <£_ x  .     Therefore 
G(x°,y°)   -  (g(y°),   F2(g(y°),y0))   -  (g(y°),   F2(x°,y°)) 
1 (x°,y°).     Since     ax»lY> ^  (x°.y°).   GG.X»1Y> ^ 
G(x°,y°).     Inductively    Gn(J.x,_Lv) 1 (x°, y°;   that is 
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||6|| £ (x°,y°)   -  ||P||.     Thus     ||G||  - ||F||.     ii)  Define 
h  :   Y-Y    by    h(y)   -F2(g(y),y).     Observe    F2(g(y1), y1) 
- y1.     Hence     ||h||  < y1.     Let    y2  »  ||h||     and    x2  - g(y2). 
G(x2,y2)   -  (g(y2),F2(g(y2),y2)   -  (x2,y2)     since    y2 
is  the  least  fixed point  of    h.     Therefore     (x  ,y ) 
<1  (x2,y2)     and    y1 <; y2  =  ||h||    hence    y° £ y2    which 
implies    y° - y1  «  ||h||.       iii)  Finally    g(y°)   - 
g(yl)     -   Xl    -   X°. // 
12.  Theorem.  Let X be a  a.-complete poset and 
f,g : X -+X be  a.-continuous.  Define h : XxX .-* XxX 
by h(x,y) - (g(y),f(x)), then  ||h|| - (||fg||, ||gf ||)  and 
h is  a.-continuous. 
Proof:  Let  ")(xn»yn^ : n ^. ^r ^e a monotone non- 
decreasing sequence in XxX.  If (u,v) ■ sup-j (x »y ) I 
then u - supjxn . and v « supjyl.  Now 
supjh(xTl,yn) - sup|g(yn),f(xn)I 
'  supjg(yn,f(xn)j 
- (sup|g(yn)j, sup|f(xn)j) 
- (g(sup|ynj), f(supjxl)) 
- (g(v),f(u)) = h(u,v) - h[supj(xn,yn)j]; 
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that is h is  a.-continuous.  Recall fg(x) ■ g[f(x)] 
and .||h|| - sup|hna,l) : »^ oj and h°(J_J) - {LI). 
Straightforward calculations yield h2n(_[,_[) - ((fg)n(l), 
(gf)n(D) and h2n+1ci,j.) - ((3-f)n8a)»(^)nfa)). 
Since composition of a*-continuous functions is 
continuous J_ < (fg) (D <. . ..< (fg)n(]_)  and 
1 < W)(l) <•••! (^)nQ)... [Lemma 2.27].  Considering 
only the even powers of h with the first and second 
coordinates, Lemma 24 yields  ||h|| - (||fg||, ||gf ||).  // 
13.  Lemma.  Let S be a  a -complete Boolean semiring 
with a,b e S.  The least u satisfying au + b <  u 
is a*b. 
[Let g(x) «= (a+l)x + b.  We know  ||gj| » (a+l)*b 
[tLemma 2.18].  Let c - (a+1)*.  Then  (a+l)c + b = 
ac + c + b * c.  Hence ac + b j< c.  Choose u such 
that au + b <  u.  Equivalently au + u + b «= u. 
Applying the distributive law we have  (a+l)u + b = u. 
Hence u is a fixed point of g.  Therefore c <,  u. 
Thus  cb = (a+l)*b is least point satisfying au + b _£ u. 
However  (a+1)* «= a* [Lemma 2.39]i]. 
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IV.  FORMAL LANGUAGES 
1. Definition.  Let X be a set.  A formal language 
on X is any subset of X* » U jxrl . 
r^O I     J 
Recall X* under concatenation is the free monoid, 
Mp(X), [Definition 1.10].  Moreover if X «0 then 
X° ■ jel but Xr «= 0 for r > 0.  X is the alphabet 
of the formal language <^ (X) C X*.  In an attempt to 
abstract the essence of natural language in order to 
make their study applicable to computer technology, 
N. Chomsky developed a theory of phrase structured or 
generative grammars (1963-1968).  ALGOL was the first 
computer language developed using this theory of formal 
language. 
2. Definition.  A phrase structured grammar, P.S.G. , 
consists of 
i)  a nonempty set V, the vocabulary, such that 
v « vN u vT, VN n vT - 0, vN f 0, vT / 0. vN is 
called the nonterminal set and VT the terminal set. 
ii) a finite sequence of ordered pairs  (|i, v) 
in V* x V* called productions such that pi eV ~ v£; 
that is at least one element of VN is embedded in \x. 
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iii)  There exists S e V„ designated as the 
initial or start symbol. 
The sequence of production -j (p., v) I    is often 
designated by P « -JP,,. . . , P, I. \i    is said to produce 
v if there exists  P e ff with P - (M-, v).  This is . 
also written in a functional notation as  P : \x  -+ v. 
The phrase structured grammar, G, may then be identified 
as the ordered quadtriple  -JvN, VT, P, S I. 
3.  Example.  VN - ja,b .,' V„ « -JA,B ., S ■ b and 
P1 : a -v A, P2 : S -♦ B, . P- : S •+ aS and P^ : S -*■ B. 
G then generates  JAnB : n ^ ol. 
For G a phrase structured grammar, the language 
generated by G is defined to be L(G) » -Jp:P € v£, 
S -»* pi. }• 
4.  Definition.  Let X be a set and  (n,v) e X*xX* 
such that |x / e.  Define P, vv e ffip(X*) by (a,p) 
e P, ■ vv  of there exist  (apa2) e X*xX* such that 
a ■ a-j_ M- a2 and 0 * a^ v a2«  P/u v\  is the produc- 
tion determined by .(JJL, V) . 
Alternately we use the notation otP/ v\0 for 
(a, p) e P.     and p, •+ v for the pair  (|i,v). Recall 
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£  is the null or empty sequence.  With respect to Rp 
we have  (M-,V) € H£ if \i  -+*v . 
5. Definition.  Let  ff = |p(^ ^ . ., P(^ y)J be a 
finite set of productions on X.  (X,F)  is a generalized 
grammar on X determined by P. 
6. Definition.  Let  (x,y) e X*xX*.  x derives y if 
there exists  P e E* such that xPy; that is there 
exists |P(pL>v)   eP: j »l,...,rl and jx1,. .. ,xr-1|. 
e X* such that 
x
 
P(n,v), Xl H 
xl P(^Y>i2x2 
xr_1P(M-,v)i y . 
7. Definition.  Let R C A x B be a relation.  For 
A' C A define R[A'] * -jb : there exists a c A' with 
(a,b) G RJ. 
8. Definition.  The language generated by a formal 
grammar G is defined to be d^(G) « *HHS}3 0 T* C T*. 
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9. Definition.  Let G and G' be formal grammars 
with the same,set of terminal elements X, « N, l) T 
G « (NpT.PpSj)  and X2 - N2. U T, G1 « (N2,T,H>2,S2) 
G and G'  are equivalent grammars if c£ (G) * eJC(G') 
10. Definition.  Let a e X* define the cardinality 
of a as 
{n if a « x1,. . . ,xn(xi e X)  7 
0 if a - £ J 
11. Definition.  G is a contextfree grammar, CFG, 
if and only if for each production  (a,P) e ff ■ Hp(X*) 
card(a) ■ 1.  This assures that a is a single element 
of VN. 
12. A language L C T* is called contextfree if there 
exists a contextfree grammar G such that L « eX(G). 
13. Theorem.  Given a contextfree grammar G ■ (N,T,P, S), 
there exists an equivalent context G1 » (N',T,P',S) 
such that for each  (a,P) e  ff1  either p e N1* or 
|p I = 1 and p e T. 
Proof:  Let NT - JNI X T.  Clearly NT fl N « 0 - NT fl T. 
For each a e T let xfl .- (N,a).  Let N1 « N U NT. 
On a free monoid a homomorphism defined only on the 
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generators may be generalized to the entire monoid through 
concatenation.  Define a homomorphism h : (NUT)* -*• N1* 
by h(x) « jx : if x e N| and h(a) -= xfl - (//,a) 
for a e T.  Define P1 by F' « -Ja -*■ h(B) : a  -*■ P € PI 
L x  -+a : a e T .  The equivalence of G and G1 U 
may be accomplished by replacing every terminal a by 
x_.  Thus every production in G will also be a produc- 
tion in G', since the last step will be a string of 
terminals.  Moreover if  (a,(3) e E*  is in  P then 
p G (NUNT)* = N1*; otherwise  (a,P) - (*a>a) and 
|B| - 1 and p - a e T.  // 
14. Theorem (Shelion-Grenbach).  Given G a context 
free grammar G ■= (N, T, P, S)  there exists an equivalent 
context free grammar G1 «= (N',T, P',S)  such that for 
each  (a,p) e P1  either p * ap1 where a e T and 
p'eN1* or peT or p « 6. 
Theorems of this type are used in parsing a language. 
15. Example.  Let T - 111, N - jsl, P - js •+ Sll, 
S -+ 111 L(G) « ^7 : 7 e T* and S -♦* 7V consists of 
strings containing pairs of ones. 
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16. Definition.  Let S be a Boolean semiring.  A 
binary relation 9    on S is admissible if 0 is an 
equivalence relation on S and for x,y,u,v e S if 
x0u and y£v then x + y©u + v and xy0 uv. 
17. Definition.  [x]0 - jy : x0y| and S/e - 
j[x]0 : x e sl . 
As usual we define [x]e + [y]fi ■ [x+y]« and 
[x]o*[y]e * [xy]e«  With respect to formal languages 
we identify the multiplicative identity | with. {£3 
JHA  tVie  additive  identity O u> » * k 0. 
18. Theorem. S/e    is a Boolean semiring [lObserve 
[X]Q + [0]e « [x+O]0 - [x+O]0 - [x]e - [Ohc]e ■= [0]e 
+ [x]0; that is  [0]  is the additive identity. 
Similar calculations yield that [l]e is the multi- 
plicative identity.  That + and •  are associative 
over S/e is a direct consequence of the associativity 
of + and •  over S.  Since S is a Boolean semi- 
ring [a]0 + [a]Q - [a+ale * La3e- 'Ihe  remaining 
requirement [Definition 1-20] for */&    to be a semi- 
ring are straightforward using the fact that S is a 
Boolean semiring.!] 
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19. Definition.  Let S be a«-complete Boolean 
semiring and 0 an admissible relation on S.  © is 
On-compatible if given monotonic sequences  •jxnf a^d 
|u |  (n ^1)  in S with xR 6  u  for all n then 
x 6  u where x ■ sup-jx I and [i  « sup-ju I. 
20. Lemma.  Let S be a Boolean semiring and 6    an 
admissible relation on S.  If ^ y then [x]g < [y]'e 
[» x £. y    if ancJ only if x + y ■= y].  Since Q    is 
admissible  [x+y]g » lylo * txlg + ty^e*  Therefore 
[x]e i [y]0-3 
21. Definition.  Let S be a Boolean semiring.  Gn(S) 
is the set of nxn matrices with entries in S.  Gn(S) 
has the standard matrix operations of addition and 
multiplication. 
The usual computations, based on S being a 
Boolean semiring, show that Gn(S)  is also a semiring. 
Since a + a « a for all a eS, A + A * A for all 
A c Gn(S).  Thus we have 
22. Lemma.  If S is a Boolean semiring then Gn(S) 
is a Boolean semiring. 
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23. Definition.  For A,B € Gn(S), A < B if a. . < b, . 
(1 1 i, j 1 n). 
24. Theorem.  If S is a  a^-complete Boolean semiring 
then Gn(S)  is  c^-complete  (i -0,...,3).^- 
[iLet Ak be a countable subset of Gn(S). 
A «= (av\).  For each pair P*^3^ QV *-s a countable 
subset of S.  Let a„ „ - sup-U   L  Then A « (a„ _) 
P*1*   k I P>°lj P*^ 
is an upper bound for <A L.  Let B be an upper bound 
of A  then b    is an upper bound for -I A I.  Let 
B be an upper bound for A  then b    is an upper 
bound for ja£qJ.  Since *p,q " ^PJ^q} » ap,q < 
b i4 Thus A £ B and A « sup^A* I. fl 
25. Lemma.  Let F : Gn(S) •+ Gn(S)  be defined by 
F(X) « A(X) + C then  ||F|| « A*C. 
[iThis is a special case of Lemma 2.18Q Recall 
if S is  a,-complete Boolean semiring then .+ and 
are a^-continuous over S.  Hence matrix multiplica- 
tion and matrix addition are a.-continuous over Gn(S)] 
26. Definition.  Let 5Cp,q(S) be the set of matrices 
with entries in S.  In particular Gn(S) «^C.nn(S). 
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In general J£ p,q(S)  is not a semiring for matrix 
multiplication need not be defined unless p « q. , 
However ^ p'q(S)  can be embedded in a minimal semi- 
ring Gn(S) where n « max(p,q). 
27. Definition.  Let A € J£p,q(S)  and n « max(p,q). 
Let 
2.(8,k,-pk  " J'k^n    . J
    (.0  otherwise 
A is the extension of A to G (S)  and we may identify 
A and A. 
28. Definition.  Let X and Y be posets and f : X -+ Y. 
f is  a.-continuous if 
i) there exists  a.-complete Boolean semiring S, 
and S« such that X is embedded in S,  and Y is 
embedded in S2. 
ii) there exists a  a.-continuous function 
v, 
F : S, -+ S2 such that F|„ « f. 
29. Lemma:     Let     S    be  a     a.-complete Boolean semiring. 
Let    f : XP,q(S)  x Xq,.r(S)   -*   X pr(S)    be defined by 
f(A,B)   « AB    then    f    is     a.-continuous.     [iLet 
n - max(p,q,r)     and    Sl  - Gn(S) x Gn(S)     and    S2  - Gn(S). 
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F  :   S,   -* S«    is     a.-continuous as  matrix multiplication 
and addition are     Oj-continuous  over    G   (S).     F(A,B) 
-f(A,B)] 
30. Lemma:     Let    A  e Gn(S)     and    X,C  eoCn,1(S)     and 
f : £n'1 ^g^'1    be defined by   -f-(X)   - AX + C    then    f 
is     a.-continuous. 
[iLet     Sx  - S2  - Gn(S)     and    F(X)   « AX + (?    for    X 
and    C  e £n,]\ 
F    is     a.-continuous  as  the composition of 
a*-continuous   function and    Ft      n-l/c-v   * f    since 
31. Corollary.     Let     f  :^n,1(S)   -*    n»1(S)     be 
defined by    f(X)   = AX + C    for    X,C  e  «JC.n,1(S)     and 
A  
€
 Gn(S),   then     ||f||   - A*C  . 
[lExtend    f    to    F  :   Gn(S)   ~' Gn(S)     in the usual 
manner     f(X)   «AX + C«AX + C« F(X).      ||F||  - A*C 
I Lemma 25Q.     Thus     ||f||   * A*C    as    £    is  identifiable 
with    C.i] 
32. Example.     Let    S    be a    a.-complete Boolean semi- 
ring     (i - 0, ...,2)     and    A - (* Jj)   e G2(S)     then 
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A* - B 
Aa+bd*c)*     a*b(ca*b+d)* \ 
\d*c(a+bd*c)*   (ca*b+d)* J 
[lA* - I + AA*.  Let  (® ^) - A* 
Thus 
e « 1 + ac + bg       f ■ af + bh 
g « ce + dg h * 1 + cf + dh . 
Recall the least fixed point of x -*• ax + b = a*b and 
the least fixed point of x -*■ xa + b ■ ba*.  Also + 
is commutative.  Therefore 
i)  a*bh £ f 
ii)  d*ce £  g . 
Using i we obtain 
e ■= 1 + ae + bg ;> 1 + ae + b(d*ce) 
Thus 
e ^ 1 + (a+bd*c)e 
by distributivity and 
e ^ (a+bd*c)*. 
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Using ii we obtain 
g ^ d*ce ^ d*c(a+bd*c)* 
equivalently 
d*c(a+bd*c)* <: g . 
Similarly since h » 1 + cf + dh and substituting for 
f we obtain h ^ 1 + ca*bh + dh - 1 + (ca*b+d)h.  By 
fixed point theory h ;> (ca*b+d)* and therefore 
a*b(ca*b+d)* <; a*bh £ f.  Hence A* ^ B.  Consider 
equation  I + AB 
« t1    °\  J. /a bs/(a+bd*c)*  a*b(ca*b+d)*A 
^0 V  **■ ^c d;\d*c(a+bd*c)*  (ca*b+d)* / 
(l+a(a+bd*c)*+bd*c(a+bd*a)*  aa*b(ca*b+d)*+b(ca*b+a)* \ 
c(a+bd*c)*+dd*c(a+bd*c)*  l*ca*b(ca*b+d)*+d(ca*b+d)* / 
/l+(a+bd*c)(a+bd*c)*     (aa*+l)b(ca*b-wl)* *\ 
\^(l+dd*)c(a+bd*c)*      l+(ca*b+d)(ca*b+d)* ) 
Since u* * 1 + uu* this reduces to 
/(a+bd*c)*        a*b(ca*b+d)* \ 
\d*c(a+bd*c)*     (ca*b+d)*    J 
B 
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Thus  B is in fixed point hence we must have B £. A*. 
Hence A* « B. 
33. Definition.  Let S be a Boolean semiring.  For 
n ^ 1, Fn(S) « jg : g : S11 -vsl 
34. Definition.  R£ *= jg : g e Fn(S)  such that g is 
constant.  For m ^ 0 R^ - Jf : f - &i+&29   f " 8182' 
f - g* where g1?g2 e R£j 8*(xi» • • • »xn) * 8l(xp • • • »xn^ 
Observe R£ < R^  (m ^ 0). 
35. Definition.  Rn(S) - U |R^(S) : m > 0*1 . 
36. Definition.  Let S be a a.-complete Boolean 
semiring (i - 0,...,3), ACS and a e S.  a is regular 
over A of these exists an ■ n £. 1 and an f e Rn, 
b,,...,b  e A such that a - f (b,,...,bn). 
37.  Definit 
Notice AR C S 
ion.  A ■ -ja : a is regular over At. 
*  r  o        *■ ■* 
38. Definition.  A is a regular base for S if AR « S. 
39. Lemma.  If S is a  a.-complete Boolean semiring 
j> 
then A  is a  a*-complete subsemiring of S. 
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[•Notice if f e Rn then F : Sn+k -*• S defined 
by F  (b1,...,bn,bn+1,...,bn+k) - f^,...^^ e Rn+k. 
For a,  and a2 e A  there exist f e Rn and g e Rk 
such that 
al + a2 " f(bi>-•->hT?  + 8(ci»-->ck> 
" 
F(bl"-"bn'bn+l'-'"bn+k) 
+ G(C]L,. .. , ck, ck+1, . . . , ck+n) 
" 
H(dl"-"dn+k) 
since Rn   is closed under +.  Thus A  is closed 
R 
under addition.  A semilar argument shows A  to be 
closed under multiplication.  The remaining properties 
of A  be a semiring follow from S being a semiring. 
To show completeness let k be a countable subset of 
R A .  Since S is a.-complete there exists a k e S 
such that k « supgK.  Hence gf(K) - g^K*) ■ g-^k) 
R hence k e A-. ] 
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